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DISCLAIMER

Jenga Investment Partners ("JIP", or the "investment club") is an investment club structured in the UK that makes concentrated

investments in globally listed companies. JIP's objective is to maximise its long-term compound annual rate of growth for its

partners. 

JIP was founded in 2019 with the purpose of establishing a track record before converting into an investment fund. By June 2021,

the managing partner began working towards transitioning JIP from an investment club into a Cayman Island domiciled fund.

The pitch deck does not constitute or form part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of an offer to subscribe or purchase

any investment; nor shall it or the fact of its availability form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with any contract, therefore.

This information is directed only at: (i) certain persons having professional experience relating to investments; and (ii) certain high

net worth organisations, each as set out under the Financials Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. No

other person will be permitted to invest in the Fund. 

All content on this pitch deck is issued by Jenga Investment Partners and is for private circulation only. Distribution of this

information to any person other than the person to whom this information was originally delivered and to such person's advisors is

unauthorised, and any reproduction of these materials, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of their contents, without the

prior consent of Jenga Investment Partners in each such instance, is prohibited. 

JIP may own shares of companies written in this pitch deck. It's vital for readers to do their own research and not form an

investment opinion based on what is written in any of our stock pitch decks. 



The Polish gaming market has produced a few exceptional gaming studios such as Playway, Ten Square Games and CD
Projekt S.A.

We believe Ten Square is a high-quality gaming developer and studio that has delivered since it was founded in 2011. 

As of its last quarterly update, Q1 2021, three games, including Fishing Clash (78%), Let's Fish (2%) and Hunting Clasg
(16%), make up the bulk of its total revenue.

Ten Square has developed games that have unique features within the sports and simulation gaming segment. Its
flagship game, Fishing Clash, is among the top 50 games on the Google App Store.

Their co-founders, Maciej Popowicz and Arkadiusz Pernal, are well-experienced in scaling internet-enabled businesses.
They previously founded one of Poland's social media companies, Nasza-Klasa. 

We believe Ten Square is one of the fastest-growing and most profitable video gaming companies with a 5-year
Revenue CAGR of 101% and EBIT margin of 30% as of December 2020. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We see an upside of 190% over the next three years



THE VIDEO GAMES INDUSTRY 

1 in 3 people in the world occasionally play video games. The

number of video gamers has never been larger 

2.7 billion gamers

The gaming industry is bigger than the film and music industries

combined

$157 billion market

The video gaming industry is the fastest-growing segment in media

and entertainment

9.3% CAGR by 2027

The mobile gaming industry remains the most profitable segment

in gaming. The pandemic only made it more profitable as demand

grew

Profitability 



36 years

Mobile Gaming

Average age of a
video gamer

$77 BN
Industry revenue
in 2020

$11 BN
Revenue from the
US

Mobile gaming is the largest and fastest-growing segment,
representing 50% of total revenue from video games. 

It grew by 13% in 2020 and is expected to be the least disrupted
segment by Covid-19 related supply issues. 



WHY WARSAW? 

Warsaw ranked 9th in Tholons Top 100 Outsourcing Destinations

Home of software developers in Eastern Europe

There are now over 16 million gamers in Poland generating a

market worth $596 million

30% year-over-year growth of the Polish game industry

The United States is the biggest destination for Polish games at up

to half of its overall export market

Export represents 96% of the Polish market

The number of people employed in the gaming industry has more

than doubled in the last 4 years

9710 full-time employees in Polish game production



Ten square Games is a polish developer of free-to-play mobile games. It was founded by
Maciej Popowicz and Arkadiusz Pernal in 2011. They've grown from a three-person project
to over 320 employees and more than 21 million active players. 

TEN SQUARE GAMES 



Maciej Popowicz and Arkadiusz Pernal previously launched Nasza-Klasa.pl, a
Polish social networking site, in 2006 while studying computer science at the
University of Wroclaw. 

With no funding or institutional support, they scaled the site to 13 million active
users and became among the top five Polish social networking portals. 

After selling about 20% of the networking site, Maciej co-founded Ten Square.
The name comes from the 10-square apartment they had while starting their
gaming project. 

Their social networking website brought great insights into the potential of
gaming and how to drive growth. 

By 2012, their first game, Let's Fish, was born. 

THE FOUNDER STORY 

A £100 investment in Ten square at its IPO price in 2018 will be worth £745 today 

A 7-bagger in less than three years! 



2015

Their second flagship

game, Fishing Clash

is born and their

Mango team is

established to

develop new games

2 3 4 5 621

2011

Ten Square is

founded

2012

Their first game,

Let's Fish is

published and gains

millions of players

worldwide 

2015

The game factory

model starts and

begins to make

revenue

2018

Ten Square lists on

the Polish Stock

Exchange for PLN 46

per share

PRESENT

Seven games later,

Ten Square is one of

the fastest-growing

gaming companies in

the world

TEN SQUARE GAMES
A brief history of the company



5YR REVENUE CAGR - 100%
Hyper revenue growth driven by
purely organic revenue growth

5YR EBIT GROWTH - 113%
Operating leverage and increasing
profitability of the free-to-play model

2020 EBIT MARGIN - 30%
Scalable, recurring and has a loyal fan
base

DEBT/CAPITAL - 0%
Debt-free with a high cash position

KEY NUMBERS

Forward EV/EBIT - 14x
Undervalued both relative and intrinsic
value



WHY THEY CAN ACHIEVE THIS 

The improvements in mobile gaming functionality allow businesses like Ten Square to earn multiple revenue

streams without damaging the user experience.

For example, users can convert virtual game currencies into virtual durables, such as fishing rods.  

Unlike other free-to-play mobile games, Ten Square doesn't rely heavily on advertising revenue (1.6%)

Three revenue streams - Micro-payments, advertisements and Licenses

Ten Square looks for unique ways to keep monthly average users higher than the average game such as adding

new features to games like new fisheries, multi hooks and delivering live-ops

High-quality games with unique experiences and improved features

Unlike most listed gaming companies, Ten Square actively focuses on its core games and prefers incremental upgrades

for growth in comparison to acquisitions

Focus



REVENUE - GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

North America

Europe ex Poland

Poland

Asia

South America

Australia

5%

39%41%

3%

1%

14%

Global exposure provides a diversified revenue stream by currency



REVENUE - DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOWN

95.4% 4.6% 



2020 REVENUE - GAME BREAKDOWN

89.8% 2.6% 

2.6% 2.5% 

Other games not here represent 2.5% of total revenue



FISHING CLASH

Fishing Clash is a fishing game designed for those who like fishing adventures,
simulation games and outdoor competitions. Players can take part in
championships, tournaments, score points and become a fish gamer.

Fishing clash is in the top 50 in Google Play Store and has been
played by 80 million people in 136 countries

80 Million 
Number of players

Facebook is one of the major platforms Fishing Clash is
advertised on, and it has over 190,000 followers 

190,000
Facebook followers

Fishing Clash is one of the top-rated sports and simulation
games on the App store. It's currently rated number 50 on the
sports category with over 95,000 app store ratings

4.7/5.0
App Store Rating



LET'S FISH

Ten Square started with their first game, Let's Fish, in 2012. Similar to all their franchises,
Let's Fish is in the simulation genre and is currently the biggest fishing game in the world. 

Users compete online in over 60 different fishing venues and aim to be the best
fishermen within tournaments, cups and head 2 head games.

The competitive nature of the game makes its revenue recurring.  

Let's Fish has over 50 million active users in more
than 200 countries

50 Million 
Number of players

Let's Fish presence on social media keeps it visible
to simulation and fishing gaming lovers

1.2 Million
Facebook likes

Let's fish is currently ranked number 181 in the
sports category and has over 6,000 ratings with a
4.4/5.0 average

4.4/5.0
App Store Rating



THE CORE REVENUE DRIVER
FISHING CLASH

Fishing Clash commenced in Q4 2017 and grew its
number of bookings and its ranking on Google Play
every quarter until Q3 2020

2020 had a significant boost as people looked to games
as a source of entertainment while in-doors

Q4 2020 and Q1 2021 saw a decline as economies
reopened and players went back to outdoor activities

Fishing clash growth in 2020 outpaced the broader
video gaming market (20% growth) 

We expect Ten Square to continue adding new offensive features to drive user activity, transactions
of virtual purchases and players within various fishing clash competitions

 



FUTURE GROWTH BEYOND FLAGSHIP GAME
 DIVERSIFICATION

SPORTS GAMES

Ten Square is about to commence a

soft launch of their first American

football live game.

Golf Royale's technical launch has

already proved successful

ACQUISITIONS

Ten Square acquired RORTOS, for

€45 million on a cash and debt-free

basis (enterprise value). This

acquisition will expand Ten Square

into the flight simulator segment

SLOTS

Slots is a profitable gaming category

for Ten Square to expand into via its

upcoming sports games launches

WILD HUNT GROWTH

Increased content for users, improved

live ops and potential expansion into

China of some games



As mentioned earlier, Ten square's co-founders Maciej Popowicz and
Arkadiusz Pernal started the gaming group after successfully launching
and scaling one of Poland's most successful social networking services. 

In 2018, the group went public and grew its games, studio and
operational team, and financial and customer services team. 

Its management has established a flat but performance-driven culture
at Ten Square.

Employees are encouraged to participate in various creative team-
based activities ranging from its boost week in April to various
company-wide social events.

We are impressed with the overall culture and feedback, and we
believe this is unique in the video gaming industry, which is known for its
toxic culture at the studio level.

MANAGEMENT AND TEAM 
INSIDER SHARES - 41.59%
Insiders including its founders and the
board own 41.59% of total shares

EMPLOYEE GROWTH 
The number of employees grew from 215
(Dec 2019) to 318 (Dec 2020) and expects
to be around 500 people by (Dec 2021)

RECRUITMENT PROCESS
We admire Ten Square's unique
performance-driven culture as it aims
to find the best talents in Warsaw

STUDIO CULTURE
Employees can chat with the founders
every morning and share their
experiences daily. Flat studio culture



SOCIAL MEDIA SCUTTLEBUTT
4.2/5.0 Rating on Glassdoor

Rapid employee growth seems to be an issue for older employees
Employees prefer higher wages than non-wage benefits increase
Some complain its culture is too flat for its current size



SOCIAL MEDIA SCUTTLEBUTT
 COMPANY CULTURE



SOCIAL MEDIA SCUTTLEBUTT
 COMPANY CULTURE



FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
OPERATING INCOME (PLN) MILLIONS

Revenue powered by organic
revenue
Fishing Clash grew from 14% to 90%
of total revenue between 2018-2020
Micro-payments as % of revenue
grew from 57% to 98% between 2017
and 2020 

Third-party services such as
marketing for its games represented
the majority of its operational
expenses
Marketing expenses for Fishing Clash
was 88% of the total marketing
budget in 2020
Remuneration and social insurance
represented 10% of total operational
costs



MARKETING COSTS BREAKDOWN

88%

0.9% 

7.0% 

2020 FY as % of revenue

Marketing investments already paying
off



Fishing Clash
78%

Hunting Clash
16%

Let's Fish
2%

Investments in its Hunting Clash is already paying off as the game is
contributing to profit as of March 2021 (Less than a year since launch)

Hunting class is now number 4 grossing first-person shooter (FPS) mobile
game in the US

Net bookings in the first 9 months after launch is much stronger than how
Fishing Clash performed in its first 9 months

In Q1 it represented 16% of total bookings from gaming revenues

HUNTING CLASH PERFORMANCE
Q1 2021

Q1 2021 Revenue split



FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
BALANCE SHEET ASSETS (PLN) MILLIONS

Cash grew by 100x between 2016 and 2020
Cash is now 73% of total assets 

Trade Receivables is a result of the expansion in
revenue from micro-payments from gamers

Minimal goodwill and intangibles from acquisitions

The capital-light business model reflected in PPE
and accumulated depreciation



FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
BALANCE SHEET LIABILITIES (PLN) MILLIONS

Interest-bearing debt-free balance sheet

Capital-light business model reflected in minimal
leases



FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
CASH FLOW (PLN) MILLIONS

Highly cash generative and a Free Cash Flow (FCF) yield of 4.9%
No shares issues, debt-financed nor excessive asset write-
downs 

COO 

CIO 

CFO 



GLOBAL VIDEO GAME SCREEN

Ten Square Games is one of the seven
small-cap names on our video gaming
shortlist

They are also growing faster than all other
gaming companies as of Dec 2020

They are at the top half on an operating
profit margin basis 

Only four companies have a lower forward
12 months EV/ Revenue

Tencent, NetEase, Sea Limited and Bilibili were excluded due to a significant amount of revenue coming from non-gaming segments  1.



BASE CASE VALUATION
KEY ASSUMPTIONS

Revenue will grow by 45-55% CAGR over the next 3
years
EBIT Margin will be maintained at the current 25-30%
level
EV/EBIT multiple will see a revaluation to 25-30x by
2023
Fishing Clash will continue to have new features while
Hunter Clash will power revenue growth over time
Free cash flow yield will decline to 3.7% by 2023
Its partnership with NetEase in China unlocks further
growth
Acquisition of Rortos reflected in 2021

 

We see an upside of 190% over the next three years

2023 Market Capitalisation - PLN 11.625 Billion

Current Market Capitalisation- PLN 4 Billion



Small market capitalisation < $2 billion. Currently  $1.01 billion

Polish market discount

Gaming is currently out of favor by the market

Limited European sell-side research coverage

WHY DOES THIS OPPORTUNITY EXIST?

Insiders own a sizable amount of outstanding shares 



The Polish Zloty has been significantly volatile over the past year.

Any depreciation in both the Zloty and US Dollar will affect Ten

Square's financial figures

FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

KEY RISKS 

As economies reopen, we expect gamers to return outside and

this can reduce the potential growth for Ten Square

POST-COVID INDUSTRY TAILWINDS

The simulation and sports category for games is incredibly

competitive and mobile gaming has low barriers to entry

INCREASED COMPETITION 

Fishing Clash and Hunting Clash relies on new features to keep gamers

excited. Any slow down in the integration will affect future revenues 

SLOW DOWN IN NEW GAMING FEATURE INTEGRATION



Thank You
Questions? Feedback? Comments?

www.jengaip.com

dede.eyesan@jengaip.com

+447460035307

4th Floor, Franklin Building

124 Goswell Road

London, UK.

EC1V 7DP


